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The following :report summarizes the studies performed during the
months of March and April 1964, at the Hydraulics' Division of Fritz
Engineering Laboratory, under terms of Contract No. DA-36-109-ClVENG-64-72.
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Engineering Department and Fritz Laboratory and Dr. Lynn S. Beedle is the
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2I N,TR 0 Due T'I 0 N
The modern sea-going "hopper dredge is the"result of progressive develop-
ment which has taken place during "the past century_ It has found increasing im-
portance in improving harbors and seaways both in peace time and during war.
The majority of hopper dredge in the United States are of the hydraulic suction
type, equipped with speci.alMachinery enabling them to dredge material from the
ocean bed or channel bottom, discharge it into hoppers, transport it and dump
it at disposal sites.
The heart of the dredge is the pump. This pump is of the centrifugal
radial type and must be designed to wi"thstand" heavy wear and abrasion. While
in operation, it may enCDuntera variety of mixtures made up of liquids, solids,
and gases. No particular difficulty is encountered when the mixture is composed
of solids and liquids, except-when the density of the mixture becomes too high.
This may occur if the drag is buried ,too deep in mud at the channel bottom,
causing the paup to choke. This condition is remedied by lifting the drag arm.
When material containing a considerable amount of gas is encountered,
the gas drawn "into the suction line causes appreciable decrease in vacuum and
volume of solids discharged. The r,emedy for this is- identia.al to that of
choking, and for ma~y years the difference between choking and unloading due
to gas "was not recognized.
In recent-years, however, gas .removal equipment has been installed on
many dredges and the efficiencies have been increased considerably. These
systems are not totally effective and better methods must be dev~loped to both
3.increase the amount ·of gases removed and lower the cost of such an .operation.
As a. r.es.ult, the U. ,8.•.A'O?lY .Corps 'of Engineers' entered into ,a contract
with Hydraulics Division.of Lehigh University" to conduct a study. to ,learn more
about the mechanics of .a .problem and recommend a 'more efficient method of gas
removal. The following report is the second of a series 'of preliminary studies
and is .devoted principally to ,the survey. of literature which may be of value
in ,the later stages of the project.!
4PRE S ~ NT G:A S REM 0 V.A'L
SYSTEMS C'N D R'E D G~ S
Gas samples taken from:dredged material indicate that the composition
,of the gas may be about 85% methane and 15% carb0n -,dioxide.
The present gas removal systems 'are all basically alike. Accumulators
-are installed near the pump ,or at the highest point mn the suction line and the
gas is ejected from the accumulators 'either'by vacuum pumps 'or 'water or steam
ejectors. The accumulation ,0£ the gas is possible because'most.of it rises to
the top of the sucti.on pipe as it is being :brought up" from :the bottom. The
accumulators are· about six ,foot 'high and have diameters approximating those
of the suction ,lines.
L ,I T E RA'T U R'E S DR V:E Y
The literature reviewed ,in _this study can be divided into three
general areas: general considerations of two-phase ,flow; gas accumulation
devices; and gas ejectors.
If actual conditions are to be dupli.cated in the laboratory, gas has
to be introduced into ,the suction' line. This, can ,be accomplished wi th an
aspirator, injecting gas parallel to ,and in the middle of the pipe(l9) •
Other investigators found that injecting.the air 'vertically from ,the top of
5the pipe and perpendicular to it resulted ina good distribution of bubbles(12) •
It has been discovered that ,the bubble size and distribution ~s dependent
on a number of conditions such as the size of the 'emitting orifice, ,the
viscosity of the liquid, etc. (4)~ Air bubble resorption'has also ,been
(18)
studied and analyzed • The measurement.of the flow rate in ,tw0-ph~se
flow can be accomplished in two ways. One method requires measuring the
flow,of liquid.and gas separately and then ,combining the two streams. Most
of the experiments performed on two-phase flow used this method. The second
method is to measure the two-phase f10w itself 'by means of an ,orifice
t
(13)(24)
me er • This method, however, would be cumbersome to use and would
also change the nature of the flow.
The absorption of gases in liquids 'will also be of importance in
the laboratory. This has been studied quite extensively and is presented
in ma~y text b00ks. Two articles of interest are included in the abstracts(7)(17).
B. PRESSURE DROPS IN HORIZONTAL PIPES
There are at present two basic methods by which two-phase flow can
be analyzed. The first -developed by Martinelli and co-workers use~ 'J"!- 'r~~:E!¥ely
~ I "1"""'-"":. .::.~~"i~~:·~
empirical approach. The second method utilizes a single friction fa¢tor for
b0th phases together and is hence known .as the "homogeneous flow" approach.
1. THE MARTINELLI METHOD
With this method(12)(35)(11) it is possible to obtain pressure drop
accuracies to ~30%by using ,two coefficients"X and ~ , which are derived
In most cases this met-with sucess.
6
frprn the following premises: (a) the static pressure drop for the~liquid
phase is equal to the gaseous phase sta~ic pressure drop, (b) the volume
:'!Jf.
of the pipe'at any instant is equal to the volume of gas plus the volume
of liquid in the pipe.
It was also 'recognized that both the gas and the liquid could flow
in either the turbulent or 'laminar range. This resulted in four combinations.
The fully turbulent flow. is the only" one considered in the, abstracts since
this condition'will exist in testing. Sample calculations of this method are
included in the abstracts(2).
Even though .at present the Martinelli method seems to be the most
reliable, ,it does have some shortcomings. Some investigators feel that not
all of the flow" rate parameters, such as frictional losses,. momentum changes,
etc., .are fully considered(9).
Since the angle of the pipe carrying ,-the twoc:ophase flow is important
in .our investigation, it is noted that his method is quite applicable to
pipes on a slant by ~rely correcting for the static head(35)(ll).
Many investigators have used the Martinelli correlation'with varying
degrees of success. Levy(33) gave some theoretical backing to the method
and achieved results of +20% accuracy. Baker(l) and Van wingen(40) applied
this to oil pipelines and with some 'modifications ,achieved reasonable accuracy.
Other investigators also found the method acceptable(29) (43).
Since the analysis 'was derived for 'isothermal flow.only, experiments
have been performed with the idea of adapting it to non~isothermal flow(22l
(2.7)(41)(23)(36)
7. 2. THE· HOMOGENEOUS, APPROACH
The basic premise in this method is the 'assumption "that the velocity
of the gas and the' liqu.id is' equal and hence one. friction factor can be used
for ,the 'entire, two~~hase·flow. ,Since:this 'condition.,seldom~exists, the
method is open .to,argument.
One of the 'best-analysis of this 'method, is presented by James and
Silberman(lO). They also ,found that there seemstoe~ist a secondary current
~,\
in the pipe, upwar<t~in the middle and ,downward. around the'walls.
c•. FLOW PATTERNS IN.TWO-PHASE FLOW
A number of patterns or regimes can.exist in two-phase flow, ranging
. from mist to bubble flow. These were first described in detail by Alves(2l)
and are presented in graphical form inabstract(lO) •
,D. PRESSURE DROPS IN VERTICAL ,PIPES
_Vertical two-phase f1ow·,'has been .studied ,by'a number of investigators
since it is of importance in ,disti1lation.towers and other chemical engineering
1- t- (44)(14)(28)(36)app 1ca 10ns •
II EVACUATORS
Two 'basic types of evacuators 'are presently in use; . the ejectors and
the vacuum 'pumps 0
8A. -EJECTORS
The advantages and disadvantages'of ejectors.are presented in two
articles(8)(6). The main advantage seems to be that they are able to pump
;IIdirtylt gases: and hence the gases' d~.n from the' sucti'on' line do not have to
"J\'.;
be cleaned. A thorough investigation ~f ejector performance can-be found in
the Heat Exchange Institute Standar~forSteamEjectors(45).
\J
Recently there has become.available·an,automatic·relief valve 'which
prevents some "choke off" due to high.vacuums. This valve, however, still
requires ejectors for pumping of very gaseous liqUids(25).
B• VACUUM PUMPS
A new design in vacuum .pumps is reported(32) which decreases
vibrations and hence increases efficiency and .capacity.
Som~workhas been done on vapor-liquid separators(38) and migh~
be applied to clean the gas more thoroughly 'before 'entering the 'vacuum pump.
Experiments have also been performed on solid~as two-phaseflow(20) and
they might-be used toward the 'same end.
III ACCUMULATORS
.Very 'little 'work has been done "on .theaccumulation .of gases in pipe~
1 - Th - b 1 - - d _. .. h ' 1 (39)1nes.. 18 pro em.1S ment10ne at·t1mes 10 connect10n W1t 'water tunne s
and drilling operations (34) (26) but these have proven tobe of little value.
The ffi0St promising .area under con'ideration,at the present time is
~. ,';
"
that of vortex .type separators. The Nichols Engineering-and Research Corpor~
ation .has developed a number of these separators main'ly. for use' in ,the paper
9manufacturingindustry(15)(5)(42)(3). The vortex·separators now manufactured
are designed to remove both grit -and gas from;the pulp. Another model under
study, the·"Foamtrap", (3) is designed ~ separate only gas and foam.
This device operates on .the principle of centrifugal force. The
liquid containing the gas is.pumped tangentially at high velocities.into.a
cylinder. The centrifugal force drives the high d~l~t¥~materials to,the
,,1' \,
~,
outside ·and they spiral downwar.~. A gas core, forms' in ,the 'middle and can
be evacuated.by vacuum pumps.
Another possibility of gas accumulation was suggested by Silbennari(18)
He proposed using vanes in elbows and .forcing the high density materials to
the underside, leaving air pockets.on the 'convex ,side of the vanes.
C:O N C:L U S IO'N
.The literature reviewed in this study, has 'been intended to contribute
to the design of an ,acceptable gas 'removal system.
Abstracts and annotations of the articles 'reviewed during the report
period are included in the appendix. ,Other 'articles were Ibstracted in the
~.:;'
Fritz Engineering Laboratory Report No. 310.1.
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Bergelin, O. D. "FLOW OF. GAS-LIQUID MIXTURES" Chemical.EngineeringMay '1949,
p. 105
The author reviews the progress in the analysis of gas-liquid
mixtures. The various flow regimes are named. The ff - X correlation
of Martinelli is reviewed and it is suggested that this is the most
reliable and convenient method for --figuring. the two~phase pressure drapo
The method is presented as, follows ::~,
(1) Find the Reynolds Number for both gas and liquid'll
If R > 2000 for both, the flow is fully tu~bulent.
n
(2) Select the p~oper coefficients. For turbulent. 'flow, m=n~Oe2 and
CL=Cg=O.046
(3) Calculate X using the folloWi~g e4uatiou;
~G
;<J -L
where W = mass rate of flow in Ib/sec, and;o ~ fluid density in
,lb/ cu. ft.
(4) From the figure presented on the next pages) find ~ ,
(5) Calculate the two-phase pressure drop using the following equation:
( A p) • (A p)A L TP -r ~ G or L
(6) From-the calculated value of X find the fraction-of tube filled:
by one phase R.
The author mentions briefly Gas Lifts, Boiler Liquids, and Condensation o
58
F========T-------I-----=::::~ 3
0.1 1.0
Parameter X
10 100
68..
Broadway"J. D. "THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF VORTEX' SEPARATORS"
Technical Association of the Pulp and Paper Industry,45:4April 1962
The flow pattern of almost all vortex type separators:are two
dimensional. Fluid is injected tangentially and spirals downward. As ,the
fluid finally migrates to the center it spirals up 'and through the
central outlet. The basic design parameter is the orifice ratio, a constant
where 0 = orifice ratio
separator'barrel diameter
D 'a standard dimension used
OtlTLE,
,,
\
..........
Q
n2 , .z;;
for 'scaling, usually the
o =
g = gravitational constant
ro= fluid density
used for fan design, and stated as
P = pressure drop across the
device
Basic Vortex Separator
The parameter 0 can be 'varied by, changing ,the ratio of the inlet
area to the harrel area" hence changing the amount of pressure energy con~
verted to velocity.; It was found that for small values of 0, the size of
the system had to,be increased but the better cleaning performance more than
compensated the· additional cost.
If frictional losses are considered it is common to express the
vortex equation as
v =:K-rn
g
where
v = velocity at any 'radius
~ radius
, ~. .. ..,- .
K·= general vorte~ constantg
n-= constant between +-1 and - 1.
If n ~,.1,,-"a condition of no frictional .10ss. is as'sumed (free vortex).
At n ~ +'1, there is a.complete frictional loss of energy, and a wheel
type vortexxesults. The velocitites in the 'vortex are important -in
determining the pressure drop across it. The pressure drop increases
from the wheel type vortex (n = +1) to the free vortex (n ~ .1). This is
due to the larger fluid velocities at the center as·a result of reduced
energy losses.
In the center of the vortex, there usually exists a space devoid
of liquid due to the high centrifugal force which.flings liquid from it,
The gas core extends the length .of the barrel' and is 'withdrawn.at the
bottom by a vacuum pump. At the top ,Qf the barrel, the fluid is 'withdrawn
and the gas is held in with the use of a "coretrap". The vortex is con-
veyed through the barrel and brought ,against ·the blunt cone where it will
escape out the sides'while the gas core is held inside. In order that
the dissolved gases might be brought into the core, the inlet velocity
must -be relatively high.
7a
.At the conclusion of the paper,.the author presents'some'examples
of vortex separators manufactured by his corporation (Nichols Eng. &·Res.
8a
Corp). Most ,of these~are designed to remove grit~and.air. One, called the
Foamtrap, is designed expressly 'for the remaval of air. It' has been
,patented by the author in collaboration.with H. Freeman. In ,this,device,
the liquid is inserted at the top and remaved at the bottom, resulting. in a
single vortex. The author states.that this device is .better 'for'removing
gases than.the other, but does not give any ffi0re details.
[~- .-
-- -
-
Coretrap
t GAS
INLET
Foamtrap
9a
'Donog~ue, ,J. J. "AIR-BUBBLE GENEEA,TOR" U. S. Navy Departmen~, David Taylor
Model,Basin.Report R-83 ,May.. 1943
Various methods of generating ,:air bubbles in',water are reviewed
with, the objective· of finding some 'method which:,would produce 'uniform and
reproducible screens of airbubble1. Two were chosen as meeting those
requirements, the shear·type and the dis-solution.type.
The forces that act to remove the. growing'bubble from its. attach-
ment to an orifice determine its time of release, and therefore its size.
By letting ,a jet of water flow pastan.air 'orifice the bubble size 'was
controlled. It ~was noted that .as.the air·flow.is increased the size of
the bubbles increase as long,as the water've1ocity, is zero. As the water
flow is increased, with constant air 'flow, the·size of ,the bubbles decreases
and their number increases.
The dis-solution type 'bubble generator .. works on a principle of
dissolving the air firstunder'high .pressure~and then £eleasing it under
:,t1.j
atmospheric pressure. The physical _p~operties of the liquid can be changed
to vary the bubble-size.
Three methods that did not meet the stated requirements are the
simple orifice, the submerged nozzle and the 'porous media.
T'he 'simple orifice had many drawbacks some of which were ; (a) 'the
minimum.diameter of the 'bubble 'was approximately, 10 times. the diameter of
the orifice, (b) a small variation of relative submergence 'will produce
'non-uniform bubbles, (c) very 'little control over either size or number of
bubbles.
lOa
The submerged venturi tube·or-uozzle,apparatus'was not acceptable
because it could not produce a screen .of bubbles over 'a' rectangular area.
The porus media method had the same disadvantages 'as the simple
orifice with even .less chance of reproducibility.
The factors that. determine the size of an air -bubble formed in
the rate of flow of gas
the proximity of other orifices
the interfacial forces in the liquid-solid boundaries
(electrolytic 'salt will vary 'the size of bubbles).
the viscosity
the induction time, , time of adherance to solid.
(5)
(6)
water by forcing air through a permeable surface are:
(1) the diameter of the orifice
(2)
(3)
(4)
11a
Freeman,. H. and Broadway, I J •. D." Consolidated Faper' Corp., Ltq.
NEW METHODS FOR .THE REMOVAL·OF SOLIDS 'AND GASES FROM LIQUID
SUSPENSIONS WITH ,PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO PULP STOCK CONDITIONING.
Pulp:and Paper'Magazine of Canada, ,Vol. 54, No.4, pp. 102-107, 1953
Gas in pulp stock exits 'as'bubbles, gas in solution, and ads0rbed
onto fibers. To:remove the bubbles, most of the total gas must "be removed •
.A Vortrap was redesigned to remove both, dirt and gas'simtlltaneously; this
was accomplished by increasing the ·fluid velocity within the separating
tube' so .that -8 vacuum 1;,s produced .and to which core the gases :are dis-
placed by centrifugal force. The gases 'are then ,'removed by a vacuum pump.,
The Vortrap, manufactured ,by Nichols Research and Engineering
Corporation, has been used since-1932 as'a classifier, in-paper mills. In
1938 ,H. Freeman noted a gaseous' core in ,a glass·Vortrap.
Gas in pulp stock has~been .determined as 3.1%, volumetric basis,
with ,0.25% being in.the form of bubbles. The analysis of the gas is 6.5%
,cQ2,:25.5% D2 , ~nd 68% unanalyzed.
At one installation a vacuum deaerator'was used to 'remove 70% of
all gases present; this included all gas in the form ·.,of bubbles. .The
deaerator consisted of an evacuated tank'with baffle plates .against which
the stock ·was sprayed. The stock'was removed by pumping from·the tank,
and the gases'were ·removed ·by an extensive vacuum system.
A 1 · f · n k · h· h · hgenera expreSS10n or a vortex 1S v cr ,~ , 1n'w 1C v 16 t e
tangential velocity at radius, r, and n and k~are C0nstants. The extremes
of n are +1 and·-l. The authors assumed n ,as 'zero; thus'v."= k, a condition
,of constant tangential velocity, at all radii.
12a
The force·acting,on .the-wall of the tube is:
dr .• 21f V LDV2
g
The force acts on the area.of the inside-wall and is related to ,the
pressure.
D = depth of liquid against the wall.
R = radius of Vortrap :tube.
If the' velocity ,-head exceeds half the pre~sure head, a ,vacuum .core
is produced, the size of which can be predicted."
"A Vortrap'was redesigned t9 ,produce·a'sizable-vacuum core, and the
unit could then separate both gas-and dirt., The inlet pressure and flow re-
roained constant, but the,·velocity in the tube 'was, increased and the 'pressure
reduced.
An ,analysis of dirt .separation was made'consi~ering particles separating
in a viscous medium according to·Stokes' law. The results were relatively
substantiating, but the discharge of dirt was ,less.owing to,the apparent
orientation~of flat, clay ~articles.
13a
.A photograph is shown in the article 'of 'a glass Vortrap,,1~1/2 1no
in diameter, with.a vaCUUfi1. core of 1/4 in o
In ,the Vortrap,degasser, stock enters tangentially, at the top and
spirals dowu,along,the'wall;most of the dirt~ being adjacent to the 'wall, is
removed at the 'bottom through a-tangential outlet. The cleaned stock is
turned upward and toward the center o Within the center of the 'upward rising
stock a -zone of reduced pressure occurs, .and a 'vacuum develops.into which the
gases·enter. Most ,of the gases are rem0ved through ,a bottom center pipe
connected to, a vacuum pump jand s,pray ,,'condenser; ,the remaining :gases exit
with the clean stock, are 'separated in:a small vacuum tank and thence to
the vacuum 'pump:and c0ndenser o
~he performance of 'a 4-in. degassing'Vortrap'is. as follows:
,';'-,
~i. '
:bressure
Dirt removal, efficiency
.Percent rejects (bottom'dirt)
Gas removal, efficiency
175 gpm (US)
.,50-85%
2%
, 80-90%
14a
Fondrk, V. V. THE STREAM JET EJECTOR: A VERSATILE PUMP FOR HIGH VACUUM
American Vacuum Society. Symposium-Transactions 1957
Steam Jet Ejectors have now been developed to the point where they
are capable of operating at pressures from well over 50 microns of mercury
absolute to well under 10 microns of mercury absolute~ They can handle
capacities from ° to 250,000 cfm.
VAPOR ItYLEr
Figure 1 shows a cross section of a typical steam jet ejector o
Compressed steam ~~ high pressure is allowed to expand through a nozzle
thus converting its potential or pressure energy into kinetic energyo As
a consequence, low pressures, or vacuums are created in the suction chamber,
.thus sucking the unwanted gases away 0
1:1Figur~l shows only a one stage ejector. If very low pressures are
required in the suction chamber a typical installation may, have four to six
stages, each separated by a compressor; or if the unwanted gas is incompressible,
by a condensor and compressor both o
.Figure 2 shows a typical throughput curve for an ejector used to
eject air. Here chamber suction pressure is plotted against capacity in
weight of air 'removed per'hour o
stx)t------------.-----------.
~t------------l~-------I
JOOj----------I------~-_I
~~~
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~
U
~~~
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Figure.3 shows the same curve where capacity is plotted in
volume of air removed per hour
Il5
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15a
16a
.-
Figure 2 shows that the 'ejector 'is capable of pumping increased
weight rates of flow 'as pressure increases; :whereas, ,figure 3 shows that the
volumetric capacity reaches a peak pqint and then drops off as pressure
increases. This peak point is usually,·taken as the design point. The
ejector can be designed so that the peak point .·occurs at ,any capacity, and
pressure required !it However, in order to prevent condensation.and backflow
of the expanded steam into, the ',suction chamber 'when the installation is
closed, the shutoff pressure should 'be as high "as 'possible.
,A good point to note in the design of an~ejector installation
-is that the condenser sh'ould be located at least "·34 feet above the 'water
level in the sumpJin .order to permit .drainage by 'gravity even if full vacuum·
exists in the suction chamber. Th~ prevents'water'from draining ,into the"
suction ,chamber' (which produces 'some u~'p'~~asant results). even if the p,?w.er
system fails.
Oue important attribute of the steam jet ejector is its capacity to
eject "dirty" gases 'which .contain particles of dirt or 'liquid carryover. ,Any
particle ca;pable of being carried in .the stream of gases -being evacuated will
carry through the ejector 'without harm.to the equipment and will be 'washed out
in the first condenser. When the load gases (unwanted gases to be ejected) are
corrosive"special corrosi0n resistant materials can be incorporated into the
design of ·the'ejector.
Initial C0StS for a steam jet ejector'va~fwith the size of the
ejector. As ,an example, an ejector with capacity of 10,000 cfm, costs from
$0.75 to $1.20 per cfm capacity of 200,000 cfm'only. costs $0.15 to, $0.25
cfm of capacity. When steam and water "are already available, installation
C0StS approximately:40% of the first cost of the ejector.
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Houghton, GJ,.McLean"A., and-Ritchie, P. "
ABSORPT10N OF CARBON DIOXIDE ',IN :"WATER; UNDER', PRESSURE USING ,A GAS BUBBLE
COLUMN Chemical.Engineering·Science Vol. 7, n',l-2, 1957
A gas bubble co~umn is simply, a ho110w upright tube, or pipe in which
·water 'under pressure is made to, flow. downward from ,:.the top of the- column while
gas, after first-diffusing through ,a perforated plate-on the b6ttom of the
column, flows upward. As the, bubbles of carbon dioxide flow, upward through
the water they, dissolve and are absorbed by the water. ,In this manner,
absorption rates as high as 90% have -been obtained; almost three times the rate
of the more 'usual "packed tower" type of water 'scrubber.
Any given bubble~ill rise ~1th a -certain terminal v~locity of
rise in water; and if the 'water is given a downward velocity, equal to this
terminal velocity of bubble rise, ,the 'bubble will remain stationary with
respect to the column. Further increase in-liquid velocity wil1carry,the
bubble in.the samedir~ction as the 'liquid. Hence, too great. a liquid
velocity, will carry, bubbles 0Ut of the column without being ,absorped. This
process is known as carryover. -For 'the porous 'plates used. (having porosity
rangingfr~m 7~to ll~) it was found that the critical relative ,
velocity between.liquid and gas 'velocities w~s 0.3 ft. per sec.
It was found that for a constant liquid velocity. th~ upward' gas
velocity, had a great effect on the efficiency of gas 'absorption. At constant
liquid velocity the absorption efficiency, increases 'with rising gas velocity
until a constant absorption .efficiency, is obtained, independent of further
increase in gas velocity~ For the cases tes'ted it was found that this constant
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absorption efficiency is reached at a gas velocity slightly greater thanO e 17
fps. The region where the absorption efficiency increases wit~ff' (gas
velocity) is known as the "rising :hold up" region and it was found that the
absorption efficiency is proportional to/-UJ9, O. ~l.; whereas, the region
where the efficiency is constant is known as the "constant hold up" region o
This phenomena is 'eKplained by the fact that the bubble size is constant
regardless of gas velocitYe Thus, ,as gas velocity increases, the number, not
the size, of bubbles increases, thus increasing the surface area forabsorp-
tion, and thus increasing the 'efficiency. However, as the gas velocity
increases to a point where~9> 0.17 fps the bubbles change in size to
very large, or·"plug" bubbles. Thereafter the surface area remains constant,
as does the absorption efficiency.
In addition to the above it was found that the absorption efficiency
-0.33is proportional to p where p'is the partial pressure 'of the carbon
dioxide. As can.be ·expected, absorption ,rate increases·with temperature o
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"How Ejectors Are Developing" Ed. Staff,; Chemical .EngineeringMay.r1949 p. 136
This article attempts to define the limits 'within which the ejector
may prove to:be the best-alI-around vacuum producer.
The advantages of ejectors 'are:
(1) Low first cost,
(2) Simplicity,
(3) No moving parts,
(4) Light weight, and
(5) , Easy maintenance.
The disadvantages are:
(1) Usua1ly,:a fixed load machine maintaining a fixed suction
pressure,
(2) High water requirements,
(3) Poor steam economy, at pressures below.'lOO psig,
(4) If operated at. loads lower than ,design loads, instability. and
erratic performance ,results.
Some conditions which favor ejector use over other devices are:
(1) ,Availability of steam pressures greater than .100 psig,
(2) Availability of water,
(3) The need for suction pressures between 5 inches and 100 microns
Hg.
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A series of table is presented showing ejector capacities. If
the suction pressure is fixed, and the mqtive stearn',pressure is ·varied,. the
pound per hour of motive steam'required to c0mpress· Jl n" Ib/hro .of air can
be ·measured. This measurement for 'various types 'of ejectors, with or 'with=
out intercondensers and/ or m"ultiple stages" is" R:~esented in these tab les It
The net cfm.displac~~ent required if a mechanical pump;was used to produce
the s"arne result is presented for comparisou o It is seen that for low.suction
pressures, the ejector ·has a great advantage over the pump 0
,It is shown that by increasing the number of stages and installing
intercondensers, the efficiency, of the ejectors can~be increased, but at
the cost of higher operating ',expense o
The article also mentions briefly,·the use- of ej~ctors as thermo-
compressors 'and boosters.
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Isbin, H. S., Moen, Ro H., Mosher, D. R." "TWO-PHASE PRESSURE DROP",
Atomic Energy Commission Unpublished Report - 2994 November 1954.
The discussion on two-phase flow presented in this report refers
to the simultaneous. and co-current flow of gas .... liquid mixtures. The purpose
of this report is to summarize the current 'knowledge and limitations of the
present (1954) methods of estimating two~phase pressure dropso The following
topics are considered: Present status of two~phase calculation methods,
flow patterns, ,flow types, flow models, and flow stability. An extensive
literature survey is included.
PRESENT STATUS OF TWO~PHASE PRESSURE DROP CALCULATION ,METHODS 0
In many cases it is possible to show calculated two-phase pressure
drop values tO'be within 30% of experimental values o One such example is
the Martinelli method, but this covers the ranges for steady flow onlYe
It is recognized also that total flow rate parameters are not adequately
provided for in this correlatiou o Another deficiency in the Martinelli
approach is that frictional losses, momentum changes and head effects are
not fully considered. In the annular flow region, for example, gravity
effects play, an ,important role, the water layer being thicker on the
bottom of the pipe than on the topo
Another method of finding pressure drops is the dev'elopment of
one, friction _factor (a combination of f G and f L) to cover two phase flow.
One of the basic assumptions is that the gas and liquid are moving at the
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same velocity. This is not. always true e No really good methods of "homogeneous
flow" types have yet to be·advanced.
FLOW PATTERNS.
The mode of flow for each phase of a'liquid-gas flow.is determined
by the shape of the confining conduit, gravitational force"interphase forces
and intraphase forces. The interplay. of these forces leads to a number of
possible cr0ss-sectional and longitudinal profiles ,for flowe The behavior
of the system .depends on which .of these flow patterns occurs o For ·hori.zontal
flow, the definitions advan.ced by, Alves are presented. Other 'authors 'were
able to duplicate these and are fairly well agreed on the definitions, but
not on 'the most advantageous way of presenting results. In vertical flow
pipes, the same definitions can be used with minor 'revisions.
FLOW TYPES.
Flow types are usually designed on the basis of whether ',laminar or
turbulent flow would exist if the phase under consideration'were flowing
alone in the pipe. Turbulent flow is said to exist at Reynolds Numbers
greate~ than 2000; and at less than ,1000, laminar flow is said to exist.
Obviously there are then four possible flow. types; turbulent-turbulent;
turbulent-viscous; viscous-turbulent; and viscous-viscous; describing first the
gas phase and the second the liquid phase.
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FLOW MODELS
A variety of physical models have been used to define tW0~phase
flow pehnomena. Two of the most used are the ,Martinelli model and the
models assuming'homogeneous flow.
Martinelli Model
(This model is presented in another abstract of this 'report but a
few notations will be repeated here).
The basic assumptions of the model are (1) the static pressure drop
for the gaseous phase is equal to the liquid phase ·static pressure drop; (2)
the volume of the pipe at anY,instant is equal to: the sum of the volume of the
gas plus that of the liquid.
As shown in the abstract of the Martinelli article, the factor~
was allowed to equal unity. This resulted in the 30% error~ It was later
recognized that it was better to allow both ~and~ to vary. In the
latest 'Martinelli paper, the correlation was extended to include condition
in which the 'quality would vary directly,with the low rate, as in boiling ,
water. It was discovered that the prediction overestimated the experimental
tests. The difficulty was solved when the factor was reduced to the
atmospheric pressure conditions. This indicated an unexpected dependency
of ~ to pressure. The method is then applied to steam-water mixtures.
There have been a number of modifications and comparisons of the
Martinelli-Correlation, among them ,Levy who gave theoretical suppert to
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Martinelli's choice of parameters. Gazley's analytical development of
however, is about 25% lower than the empirical function. Others have ob-
tained experimental correlations and found .Martinelli's values tO'be accep-
table. ,Among these authors are Bonilla, H. As Johnson, and VanWinger.
Still others have found the mthod to over esti~ate the pressure drop, among
those are Baker, Alves, Untermyer, and Schuler.
Friction Factor:Models
The basis of the classification of the Friction Factor "Models is the
use of a single friction factor for the mixed flow. One of the more widely
used methods is that of IfHomogeneous Flow". The basic premise here is the
assumptions of equal ,gas and liquid velocity, and of thermodynamic equilibrium
between.phases (vapor-liquid equilibrium). Even though,the first assumption
is seldom fulfilled, many useful results have been.derived with. it. If
~ this assumption does not hold, the friction factor calculated can be ex-
tremely small or even negative.
The friction,factor is'usually derived by, using the energy balance
equation, the equation .of momentum, and the continuity,equation e Many complex
relationships have been developed from these basic equatiou g The experimental
data verifies these equations to 50 per cent e
Other types of friction factor models have been attempted. Bergelin
and Gazley observed that for b0th horizontal and vertical flow, an increase
in the liquid flow results in ,an increase in pressure drop. This was
attributed to the "rough-wall" effecto
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Huntington and co-workers developed an expression for 'two phase
friction ,factor which yielded .results of IT;per cent accuracy_ Their
friction factor was developed empirically.
Mixed Models
Mixed models are characterized by 'having features based both on the
Martinelli and homogeneous models" even though- they: 'are c0ntradictory. The
usefulness of these models has yet to,be established.
FLOW STABILITY
Two-phase flow may become 'unstable during transition'between flow
p'ti'tterns which result in a large pressure fluctuation. The instability is
usually associated with the transition from ',bubbly to stratified flow,_ and
the transition from wavy to,annu1ar flow.
LITERATURE SURVEY
As stated earlier, ,an extensive-literature survey is included in
this report. It includes almost all of the significant papers on ,two-phase
flow up to the year 1954.
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Lockhart, R. W. "Martinelli" R. C••1PROPOSED C,ORRELATION OF DATA FOR ISOTHERMAL
TWO-PHASE, ,TWO-COMPONENT FLOW IN PIPES" Chemi,ca1 -Engineering: Progress
45:1 p. 39-48,_ January, 1949
The basic postulates upon which is based the analysis of pressure drop
resulting from ,the simultaneous flow of a liquid and gas are:
(1) Static pressure drop ,is equal for both the gas and liquid phase,
(2) The volume of gas plus volume of liquid must equal volume of pipe.
Working with these postulates, the 'authors·have developed a method
by which the pressure dr~p "can be predicted for b0th 1anunar 'and turbulent
flow. Using the first postulate and the Fanning equation for pressure
drops, the authors derived the f011~wing relationships: (subscripts land g
refer to liquid and gas respectively; the remainder of the symbols are defined
S-n
--z-
5-m
2
The application of the second postulate resulted in the following:
In all these-equations, four 'variables -have appeared, namely,
D~ Dct: /:2Dp ) D p ) 0<. ond ('-oJ.
which can be, expressed in terms of four experimentally determined variables;
h ,pg'. R1and Rgo
One more variable is. apparent in the derivation, and this can be
expressed as R'29?rtl Ce.. (~: j2 ;:: = X 2ReQ.~() C~ 7
to
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This variable can be shown to equal the ratio -of liquid pressure drop
to gas pressure drop, assuming each phase flows separately;
x,Z _ [c.%L.. ') ~ ,' (6%L..) ~
It is now assumed that the four variables, Pg ' ffe, ,Rg and 1\
are all functions of the parameter ·X. In this paper, the authors propose to
evaluate the correct form of X for -all types, of flows by the substitution of
the appropriate exponents nand mand the constants Cland Cg• For fullytur-
bulent flow, (R 7 2000) the following values are given:
e
n = m =0.2 and Cl I:lI Cg =0.046.All runs were made with either hori-
zontal pipe or sloping pipes corrected for static head •
. Since ~g = X ~ , for fully turbulent flow X was found to be equal
(Wt. \' ,8/ r'CV )( ~L \OJ Z.
\" 'VJ ~ J \ ro I.. ~ Cf )
This relationship is presented in graphical fQrm on page (50.) of this report,
and these curves can be used to predict pressure drops in two-phase flow.
In a discussion by, Carl Gazley, and O. Po Bergelin the curves presented
by Lockhart and ,Martinelli are verified to ,+20% and -30%.
Notation:
'D ~ hydraulic diameter, gas Qr liquid
D = inside diameter of pipep
W ~ weight rate of flow" Ib/sec.
~ ~ weight density, lb/cu. ft.
,A.A. = absolute viscosity
P = difference in static pressure in ,length ~ L
C ~ constant in Blasius equation
'm&n= exponents in Blasius equation
4W
R
e
~ Reynolds number :; 1ID~
R ~ fraction of tube filled by gas or liquid
Subscripts:
TP - two phase
£...~ 1 = liquid
g;',,;= gas
P = pipe
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Martinelli, R. C., Boelter, ,L. M. K., Taylor, ,To H. Mo, Thomse, E. G. and
Morrin,;E. H.
"ISOTHERMAL ,PRESSURE DROP ;FOR TWO:-PHASE COMPONENT FLOW IN A HORIZONTAL
PIPE" Transactions .A. S. M. Eo February, 1944, p. 139
Tests conducted on ,1 inch and '1/2 inch pipes, using air and various
liquids such ,as water, benzine, kerosene, etc. The air 'was introduced
into, the pipe line a few feet in front of the-test section. It was found
that for minimum slugging, the air 'had to be introduced into the upper
section of the pipeline and perpendicular to'ito
Pressure drops in the test section'were measured and plotted
against the air flow rates. Some of the general trends evidenced from
these plots are:
1 The static pressure drop for ,two-phase flow is always greater
than the pressure drop for each phase flowing alone.
2 When air ·flow.approaches'zero, the pressure drop due to pure
liquid is- approached.
3 Flow of both air and liquid may,be turbulent or laminar.
'In this abstract, only the ful1y,turbulent flow, conditions are
described.
There ,are two basic postulates on which the analysis of the
results 'was -based:
I. The static pressure drop ,for the liquid phase must equal the
-static pressure drop for the gaseous phase o
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II. The volume occupied by, the ,liquid plus the volume occupied by
the gas at any instant must equal the total volume of the pipe.
These postulates.lead to the following equations:
·and I V2::; f ' g g
g D '2gg
(1) and (2)
The subscripts g :and 1 refer to,the gas and liquid phase respectively. The
hydraulic diameterD1 and Dg wi11 always be less than the pipe diameter Dp•
For the cross sectional, area, the following 'relationships maybe
written:
A =1 and (3) and (4)
where C>( and~ are the ratio.s of the actual cross-sectional area of the
flow to the area of a circle of diameter Dl andDgrespectively • In the
following analysis;<3 is assumed to ,be unity and ~ will be an unknown.
(This approximation_could be refined by successive trials assuming'both
0\ and (G as unknown.)
The friction factor may be 'written in the general Blasius form as,
:::;(I) u C1 :::; (1) m C
f 1 .and f
g
( W1 g) n g ( W g1m (5) and (6). gO<Dl A1 nAg 'g
For turbulent flow, Cl :::; Cg - 0.184 and m ;::; n .=>0.2 (For laminar flow Cl '"
C - 64 and m,- n·= 1)0
',g
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Substituting the values for turbulent flow in equations (1) and (2)
and with further manipulation, it can be shown that
D
D = ' P (7)
g~ 1+ eX1.4 ( ~:~0.416 (~~)0.ff83 (~~) 0.75
and further that
D
. (-t-) 4.8
g
,(8)
hence
[ A/. w-1 + cX.. 1/ 4 <__1) 0.083 (~) 0.416 <__1)0.75J 2.4A g '( :1- W (9)g
(10)
The preceding equation is the basic equation used in calculating the pressure
drop.. Only the term ~ remains to be found.
For S~licitY, let .) W
-x = (__1) 0.111 <YfY)0.555 . <-wI)'
~g ',1 g
PI - .,1/4 X3/ 4 - Id h 1- - h 1- 1 tott1ng ~ vs. y~e B'a smoot ~ne :W1t very ~tt e scat ere
Since D(.1/4 is now.a function of X,equation (9) reveals that
bp 6p [ 1 + cJ/4 x 3/4 J2.4<6 L)TP <6. L) g (11)
6p r1 + /<X) (X) 3/~ 2.4( DL)g
1/4
established. Thenand for each maginityde of X a value of ex. , ,was
6p 6p ~ 2(6 L)TP ,= ( 6. L) g
where ~ [ -1/4 3./ 4 ] 1.-2 (12)1 + c:x. ' ·x
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The fallowing graph was then platted showing ~ as a function of two~phase
flow modulus ~ for flow mechanism-in which both· liquid and gas ·are in
a turbulent motion.
1000 t-----"'t------r-------..-----/
\001----+------+------1-1-----1
\0r----+------+----:~---1-----1
, .:.-----01----------.....-..--~~'
0'10' 01\ , 10 \00
'fX
This figure was utilized to predict some pressure drops in the test
apparatus and the predicted results·were plotted against the actual. This
plot showed.good agreement.
,EXAMPLE OF METHOD
It is desired to estimate the pressure drop ,in ,100 ft. of 2 inch
pipe in which air is flowing at a rate of 0.50 Ib per sec., and water is
flowing at a late of 6'lb. per sec. The temperature of the fluids is
o77 ·F and the average pressure in the line is'100 psia.
(a), Determination.of properties and type of flow:
w ,~0.50 lb. per sec.g
,) . 0
r = '0.502 lb. per cu. ft. at 100 psia .and 77 F
g
~= 0.388xlO-5 lb.-sec. per sq. ft. at 100 psia and 77 0 F
Reynolds :modulus for gas considered as a single phase ~ R ,~g
4
\I
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Wg . =295,000. Likewise, the Reynolds 'modulus for liquid ;::; 73,500 .
D A gp g
Equation (9) may:be utilized due t,o fully,,'turbulent flow.
(b) Calculation of pressure drop due to air 'alone: The usual calculation
reveals that for R ='295,000 the ftiction factor'is 0.018 ·and the pr~ssure
drop is. 1.03 psi per '100 ft. of pipe.
(c) Calculation~ofX:
Using equation.(lO), it is -seen·that-X == -1.28
(d) Calculation of ~
'fX = L 12 and hence ~ =4.6 (from'the figure)
(e) Calculation.of two-phase pressure drop:
6 P 2 .. -.-
(6 'L)TP - (4.6) (1.03) 0::: 21.8 psi per 100· ft. of pipe.
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Murdock"J. M. "TWO-PHASE FLOW MEASUREMENT WITH ORIFICES" Transactions ASME
Dec. 1962"Series D, p$ 419
This paper pres,ents 'a practical method fQr 'computing two-phase flow
rates through ,s-tandard orifice meters to a't01erance 'of 1.5%$ Num~rous data
sources 'were 'used .-and various ·.,liquid-gas combinations tried. By plotting
DPTP )1/2 ~PL 1/2 a'straight line resulted yielding the( 6. P
G
VB. ( l:::,. P )
PTP
G PL
equation ( P ) = 1.26 ( ) + "1. -Using this equation and the
G 'PG
(1)
actual equation of ~tOW through.an orifice meter, the following ,relationship
\
was derived for the 'weight rate of two phase flow (lb/hour):
w= 359 KG YG Fa d2 1 hwTp· G
h (1-y) +1. 26y KGYG .... I ?,'G
~ fIrI'L
This equation applied only when:
(1) 0.25 < diD <: 0.50
(2) Minimum.Reynolds number-for 'gas~lO,OOO and liquid R 50
(3) Minimum volume ratio ,of gas to ,liquid =100:1
(4) Maximum -liquidweight fraction;;:; 90%
Notation:
Subscript G applies to flow of gas -only
Subscript -L applies to.f1ow.of liquid only
Subscript TP applies to two-phase flow
K = flow coefficient
~ =__ orifice diameter
¥ specific weight
- factor to ,account for thermal expansion
ratio ,of weight of liquid, two-phase to total
= expansion factor
inside pipe diameter
effective differential head
F
Y
.Y
D
h =
w
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Nicklin,.D. J., Wiles,J •. O.,.and Davidson, J.F. "TWO-PHASE FLOWlIN VERTICAL
TUBES" Institute of Chemical. EngineerS-Transaction, Vol. 40 n , 1962
A numb.er of flow patterns' have been observed ,when ,gas &nd liquid
flow together up,avertical tube, ,and one of the ,more common of these patterns
is the so' called ,"slug -flow" which ,is characterized by, very.," large , round
nosed bubbles, or slugs of gas, which move ,at a velocity greater than the
average 'velocity of the surrounding :liquid.
It:has ,been found that such slugs move -at a velocity:re1ative to
the surrounding, liquid which corresponds to;that predicted by the Dumitrescu
Theory:
where
~=0.35 (g n) l{Z
~o·;:::I relative velocity of the rising slug.of gas.
g .- acceleration of gravity.
D = the tube diameter.
,The abs0lute'velocity can be taken as ,the sum ',of the Dumitrescu
velocity,po' plus a component due to·the motion.of the liquid. For
upward flow of water it was found that this co~ponent 'is 1.2 times the
average "liquid velocity when the Reynolds number is greater than 8000.
thus:.,A s = 1.Z ~Z +0.35 (gD) 1{2
where~ ,= absolute velocity of the gas slug
./AZ= average velocity of the liquid
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Price, R. V. "VORTRAP-VORJECT-VORVAC" -Technical Association of the Pulp -'and
Paper 'Industry, 42:l2 December 1959
The .author discusses. three cyclone classifiers manufactured by
Nichols E~gineering -and- Research· Corporation 'and att~mpts·to clarify, the
differences inherent in each piece of equipment'aum also to specify the
possibilities of application.
The first, the 'Vortrjap, ,is app-lied to' removing sand, gri t, and
foreign material from\al1 types of pulp and papermaking stock. It is not
• ~:.-,l",,~
designed to remove gases. The second, the' Vorject, ,is merely a modification
,and increases.the efficiency but stLll does npt remove air.
The "'larvae, however, is designed to remove grit .and dirt aS"well as
air. The liquid is forced through a nozzle type inlet-which converts pressure
energy into velocity. This nozzle 'enters tangentially -into ,a cylinder, causing
the liquid to follow the 'wall in'a helical path. The dirt is carried close
to the 'wall-and is swept to the bottom'of the 'cylinder. The cone turns back
t-he cleaned stock which moves upward and exits:at the top. ,The gases come
out of solution as the result of the 'vacuum produced in the middle core.
The headpiece is designed to trap the gas cor~so that no gas is rem0ved off
the t0p. A vacuum.pump,draws the gases through the cone$
The Vorvac, is abailable in two sizes, the largest being ':24 inches in
diameter and a capacity of 1125 g. p. m. By installing units in -parallel,
any flow requirement can be handled.
Silberman, ,E. "AIR BUBBLE RESORPTION1J St. Anthony 'Falls
Technical Report No.1, Series ~, 1949.
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Hydraulic~Laboratory
In ,the test sections of water tunnels, bubbles, are sometimes formed
and must ,be resorbed by 'the 'water before it is recirculated since the air
content must-be constant. An ,experimental apparatus was built-which was
'able to produce these bubbles under'various 'pressures, temperatures, and
velocities and the ,resorption of the- bubbles was 'measured.
The equation
T -
L
:t;tl
,was proposed a~d verified as the basic equation gove4ning gas.bubble resorp-
tion ,in turbulent·liquid.
In this equation T'~ time required for complete resorption of gas
bubbles (in seconds) of initial radius ~l (in feet), ~ ~ solubility in
gas volume per unit-volume of liquid at a 'temperature t and pressure po,
e>( = relative saturation of the liquid (~~) , C= concentration of
,G
gas dissolved in liquid (l~t3 ) , CG =C·if liquid is saturated, CL =
actual value of C in interior of liquid, __ C =: diff-erence ,between C at edgeg
of sublayer 'and GL ' L ~ 'linear dimension measuring scale of the turbulence,
taken ,as the boundary dimension of R-
e'
R
e
~ Reynolds -number"D ~ specific
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coefficient of diffusion (aboutl.95xlO-8 ft3tsec. for air and water). The
constants :K1·and n were evaluated as '0.0162 .and 1.25 respectively and C .leG :::::
. g
O.18,at 'high turbulence.
Mention was made of an idea for'refuoving bubbles in the downstream
section of the tunnel. It 'was suggested that 'bubbles 'be bled off by external
)
suction applied at slots on the convex surface of the tut~ing vanes down-
stream from-the diffuser. Preliminary tests indicated that about 5% of the
flow·,'would have to' be sucked off to "withdraw' a very .. "large part (but not all)
of the bubbles. This idea, however, in the authors words :"was left dormant".
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Sao" S. L." and Rega1buto, ,J. A. "CONCENTRATION ""DISTRIBUTION .'IN TWO-PHASE
PIPE FLOW" Canadian.Journal .of Chemical.Engineering, Vol. 38 n '5, Oct e
1960, ,pp. 160-166.
Experiments 'were· carried ,0Ut, by, the 'authors in an ,effort ~o determine
the manner in which. the concentration-.of s0lid particles varies across the
diameter of a pipe filled with "flowing gas. Thus, the two pahses 'were the
solid particles ,and the· gas. The result·s obtained are -only "true for 'fully
turbulent flow ·anc\YJ·for such ,a small number' of solid, particles' that gravity
effects could be ,disregarded.
In the experimental apprQach to the problem, small glass 'beads' were,
introduced inta·a'3 inch pipe carrying turbulent f1owing~air. Fifteen feet
downstream the concentration ,of the solid particles, along points aq.r'os·s~~,:the
diameter were measured by means of 0.062;' probe, 'which was moved ,along the
d.iameter, ,and various electronic t;>article counters.
,Except for the effects of gravity (which can be very 'large for
heavier solid particles or larger amount of particles)the experimental results
correspond reasonably to the results of a ,theoretical investigation; which,
after many 'assumptions 'and mathematical' operations boils down to:
C := C ,J (r \r fin u' )
. ,0 a ~
where
c ~ conc~ of solid particles at'any point along ·the diameter
C conc. at the center of the pipe
,0
J ,= the Bessel function .of the first kind and of zero order
·0
r .!::I distance from pipe center to t·he point· where C is required
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f ;:; accelera1iion due to transport -.of parti-cles :across the, turbulent
velocity f.ield of the stream. Thus f 'relates the fluid drag
,and inertia of s01ids~and is, in .general, a function of state
·parameters of "the system'and radial coordinate, r,
D ~ 'the particle -diffusitivity (due to ~tream diffusitivity)
u .~ mean velocity 'of the stream
The important parameter to be derived from the '\qtiation on the
i ")
preceding page is:
'2fR,,/Du 'where R'= pipe ·radius
The greater ,this par.ame.ter (e. g. - the greater ubecomes) the
more uniform the ,particle concentration.
The authors c-onclude that for cases 'where, gravitational effects -are
very small (small particles 'and li~ht. loading) the 'concentration distribution
approximates the 'turbulent velocity profile across the pipe cross-section~
Also, the 'assumption of a constant concentration distribution .appears to be
valid for "the'conditions 'where gravity effects -are small and the mean stream,
velocity 'is great.
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:Alves, Ge0rge E., "CONCURRENT 'LIQUID-GAS 'FLOW IN ,'A PI.FE-LINE CONTACTOR"
,Chemical Engineering Progress,. ,V:50, n9, ,Sept. 195'4, p. 449 .... 456
This report contains the~results,0f an ~xperimental .investigation
on the isothermal flow.'of water·-air .'and oil-air 'mixtures in ·a· l-in~ con-
·current pipe,-line contactor. The investigation was '.undertaken to provide
basic data on.f10W pattern, pressure· drop, and liquid holdup for ,the flow
of liquid-gas 'mixtures in this type of-equipment. Pressure-drop data for the
flow of liquid-gas mixtures have been .extended to ,include ,the return bends
and inlet '~ixing ·tee.: ,It -is 'interesting -to note that the -flow through the
pipe ,is finally 'separated ,by -'a cyc10ne' type 'of separator.
2b
Bege11, W., ,and Hoopes, ,J. W. " "ACCELERATION OF 'PRESSURE DROPS 'IN TWO-PHASE
FLOW" Atomic .,Energy Commission Tech,. Inf. Service 'CU-18-54-At-dP-Ch.E •
.Apri1 1954
Two-phase 'water-steam mixtures 'are'used at high temperatures to
produce nomographs for the rapid computati.on of the parameters" used in the
Lockhart-Martinelli correlation. .Th.e lowest temperature used is over LOa o F
'and therefore the graphs 'are of -little 'value in connection with the current
project, for high .p~oject, for 'high .pressure 'and temperatur'e two-phase ,fl_ows,
\
however, this paper .may-be very'valuable.
3b
Chenoweth, J. M. ,and Martin, M. W•. _.ct~PRE.S~S.URE DROP OF GAS-LIQUID MIXTURES IN
HORIZONTAL PIPES" The Petroleum Engineer, Vol. 28, n4, April 1956, p. C42-
C45.
This investigation was under taken to check- the Lockhart and
Martinelli~ correlation with pressure-drop data for two-phase flow in
larger pipes and at higher pressures.
4b
Chrisholm, D., "THE FLOW OF STEAM/WATER MIXTU'RES THROUGH SHARP-EDGE ORIFICES"
Eng., and Boiler House Review,. Vol • .73; p. 253, 1953
Steam-water mixtures were used' to find the flow rates f0r two-
component flow through orifices.
The equation
where
;:J 2.1 Y 0.825
y ;::; g
1-9
g = dryness fraction
WLR liquid ,weight flow rate during two'-phase 'flow
WLN=liquid weight flow rate during: sing'le' pha,se flo.w
WV= vapor 'weight flow rate during two-phase flow
WVN=vapor 'weight flow rate during,' single phase flow
CL ;::; liquid contraction coefficient
has been shown to predict flow rates within + 10%,of experimental values for
flow through sharp edged orifices.
6b
Erwin, R. W., "NEW VACUUM-TYPE DEGASSER REDUCES "DEEP 'DRILLING .HAZARDS"
World Oil, Vol. 136, June 1953, p. 125, 127-, ,and·130.
A new cas.cade-vacuum type degasser 'with- a' 25-inch mercury rating"
controls and b.alances mud weight to prevent· the shift from lost circulation
to, blowout conditions, normally a. deep drilling hazard. The mud from the
weili·l is cascaded over baffles and sUbjected to hi&h vacuum to draw off
entrained gases. The author states that the gaseous fluffiness is
eliminated from muds which enables -the mud tOlbe handled more easily by
pumps.
7b
Fried, Lawrence, "PRESS.URE, DROP AND HEAT TRANSFER~ FOR' TWO-PHASE, TWO-
COMPONENT FLOWt1 Chemical Engineering Progress Symposium Series No. 9
Vol •. 50, 1954, p. 47
that for non-isot.hermal flow in which the mixture is heated· in the test
section, the values of ~ are considerably higher. This is due to the
k,inetic energy changes. When it .was corrected for these changes, the
Martinelli correlation was found applicable.
8b
Galegar, W. C." Stovall, W. B." and, Huntington, R•. L. "REPORT'ON TWO-PHASE
VERTICAL'.FLOW" ,Pipe ..Line ,Industry, Vol •. 4, n2,- Feb. 1956, p. 38-40
This investigation presents 'experimental data on·the performance ,of
kerosene-air and water-air 'systems in two-phase ver,tical upward flow 'using
two test sections 'of different size but :having the same ratio 'of diameter
to' height. A tentative correlation ',is' presented in conj'qt1.ction 'with
,I;'
visual .data "on ,the fl0w patterns involved.
9b
Johnson, H. A., "~nd,Abov-Sabe, A. H., ,"HEAT TRANSFER AND PRESSURE DROP FOR
TURBULENT'F~W OF AIR-WATER'MIXTURES' IN A HORIZONTAL ,PIPEf1 Transactions
ASME Vol. 74', 997, 1952
.The-static pressure drop 'and. heat transfer for two-phase, two-
component flow of air and water 'was measured on,a- 15 foot hqrizonta1 pipe.
The Martinelli method was used in predicting the results and + 30% accuracy
was obtained.
llb
Kalinske,. A. A." and Robertson" J. M.,. "AIR,', ENTRAINMENT ; CLOSED CONDUIT FLOW"
Transactions AS'CE 1943' p. 1435
When .an '.air 'pocket is f0rme,d. at t.he,surnmit of a pipeline, the
conduit 'flows only partially full. ,This air pocket can be removed either
by a relief valve or 'by a hydraulic jump which follows the air' pocket. This
paper deals with the -ability of the jump to carry off the -air in the form
of 'bubb les.
A long transparent tube ,was constructed which was so arranged that
the slope could be ,varied from horizontal to,30 per cent•. Entrance and exit
structures controlled the ,flow. so t'hat the depth ,.and velocity could be
controlled separately. It was found that at some 'slope 'and depth, there was
a critical water discharge at which the jump could no ,longer carryall the
air being 'pumped in. This critical condition, for any,'slope 'of the pipe "and
for any,'relative d.epth ,of flow. in the -air pocket" depends on the value ,0£ the
Froude number'of the flow ahead of the jump. Below.the critical value the
flow beyond the jump 'will not be,able'ID' handle-all the air entrained by the
jump,'and thus the-air'removed will not 'be a.function of the jump character-
istics but -rather 'on the hydraulic ,features .of ·the flow beyond the jump.
In other 'words"the rate of air 'entrainment by, a hydraulic jump
depends largely on ,the:water discharge and the'Froude number :0£ the flow
ahead of the jump.
12b
,Lorenz, \ A. , ,"NEW DESIGN OF'MECHANI.cAL -VACUUM PUMPS" ,American Vacuum Societ:y
,Symposium-Transactions 1958
.The 'most widely 'used vacuum pumps are oil-sealed rotary piston pumps
of the- ,sliding 'vane type. There are 'various designs for 'l0w "and medium
capacities. For larger capacities, pumps 0f the ,rotary plunger type,are
generally'preferred because, thei~~inherently-sturdy -construction insures
reliable operation -evenunder'adverse conditions.
Until recently, a serious disadvantage~of rotary plunger 'pumps was
,the fact that they"were frequently unbalanced, .and consequently, vibrations
'have been a problem. Recently, however"a new:design has been. developed ,which
has completely "eliminated this problem. By'mounting -two different 'sizes of
pistons, along with their -eccent~ics" and the drive gear'whose mass is
distributed unsymethically, allan the same drive 'shaft, the ,system consisting
of the thret differently distributed masses can be ,so ,arranged and adjusted
so that vibration-less operation is obtained in the,rotary plunger type.
,Models. with -capaci ties ranging: from' 13 to 105 cfm' have a'lready been
built according to this principle of design.
13b
Levy, S., "THE.ORY OF PRESSURE DROP ,AND HEAT' TRANSFER- FOR" ANNULAR' STEADY STATE
TWO-PHASE TWO,.COMPONENT' FLOW IN .-PIPES" Ohio' State U. Eng. Exp. Sta.
Bulletin 1/149 ·Proc. of Second ,Midw-est Conference on' Fluid ,.Mech. ,1952
The author presents 'a the0retical _appr~ach to the tW0-phase problem
and correlates' his results'with those of Martinelli, obtaining -fair 'agreement
(~20%) • He· also justified the independence 0f I and RfromX.(X .. two-
phase flow modulus, R ;:::: fraction ~f tube filled, % gas 0r liquid, p. ;::::
di~ensionless two-phase pressure· drop).
l4b
Marks, Robert H., ' "VACUUM DEGASIFlCATION SHO'WS"'ITS VERSATILITY" Power
,~Engineering, Vol. 59, nB, tAugust -1955, p. 92-95
The types G>f degasifiers ',desc'ribed are basically' packed columns used
to carry out ,mass transferbetween'liquid and gas under 'vacuum ,conditions.
The article included applications of a'vacuum degasifier 'in treatment of:
chemical p1a_t cooling water"water for 'oil field flooding operations, ,boiler
feedwater makeup ,for a public·uti.1ity 'power plant, and cosmotron'cooling
,·water.
ISb
Martinelli, ,R. C., Putnam, ,J. ,A.," and,Lockhar.t..,~ R.,.c.,W.", "TWO-PHASE, TWO-
COMPONENT 'FLOW IN THE VISCOUS 'REGION", ',Transactions ,A. ,1 0 Ch; E. Vol,
42, p. 681,,1946
This paper 'is ,a supplement to the pape'r' presented by 'Martinelli et al
in the 1944 Tr.ansactions ofA. S. M. E•. in which the p. -x correlation was
first discussed and experimental data was presen,ted for 'conditi0ns where the
flow-was fully' turbulent :(Reynolds No. :> 2000 for both gas 'and liquid) •
. Experimental data for fully viscous flow is now presented and the p.- X
correlation is :ag~in used.
The ·angle of the test section was variable land it was found that the
pressure -drop in fully'viscous flow, is independent of the 'angle 0f the tube v
Thi,s. c-oncltsion, howeveJ;, !.f·s:hould not be extrap01ated to 'other systems until
further experiments are performed."
16b
McAdams, ' W. H., '.Woods, W. K." Bryan, R. L." "VAPORIZATION ,'INSIDE HORIZONTAL
TUBES" Transactions- ASME 1948 p. 545
This paper-reports an investigation .carried out to determine the
,changes in the coefficient of heat trans'fer' f,or ,the 'evap0ration of a: liqui,d
flowing :inside·a'heated horizontal tube. The temperature-differences used
would be too ,great· for ,the paper to ,be -of any va1ue~ in this project. The
authors state,.however, t.hat in subsequent papers they will describe their
method of obtaining ,the pressuredrop~>'~which would be ,of interest. This
paperwQuld then serve to -more .fu,lly explain ·the . subsequent paper's.
17b
Moore, D. W•. "THE RIS~ OF A GAS BUBBLE IN 'A ,VISe,OUS LIQUIDIJ Journal of Fluid
Mechanics, V01. 6, ,Part 1,,1959
The rise of a .gas 'bubble in ·.viscous· liquids ',and at high Reyno,1ds
Numbers is ,theoretically analyzed. It· is 'shown ,that ·the drag :coefficient
of a' spherical bubble' is 32/R 'where ,R is the Reynolds 'number '(b"ased .on
.diameter) of the 'motion .of the rising ·bubble. ,Equating ,the drag. force to
the bouyant -force of the bubble; the'bubble ;diameter and velocity can be
,computed.
Mathematically extending his analysis to non-spherical bubbles, the
author has deve'loped similar 'expressions for non-spheric'al bubbles. Un-
fortunately, the ,author 'has not been able ,to compare these -results 'with direct
experimental obser,vations.
18b
R~id, John .L." "VAPOR-LIQUID SEPARATORS" Plant -Engineerins., Vol. 10, n7,
July'l956, P. 10~-I07, 182, 184.
A ,wire mesh .separator 'is 'us'ed mainly for' obtaining "a desirable vapor
'rather ,than. liqui,d. The principle is this: As the· vapor disengages from
'.the'liquid, it -carrie,s with .it .fine ,liquid droplets •. When the vapor 'stream
passes through ·t.he·, fine 'wire -mesh" the liquid droplets 'impinge -on the 'wire
'surfaces, coalesce into large ,drops, ,and falloff. The v'apor 'is now dry
and free from entrained liquid.
19b
Ripken, ,J. F., ,"DESIGN STUDIES FOR A CLOSED,JET\WATER''IUNNEL'' St. Anthony
Falls Hydraulic Laboratory-Technical Report'No. 9,:'<Series B, 1951
Extensive studies 'on -a model water tunnel are 'presented. The
problem of air entrainment, however, is dismissed by-·the ,statement that
"no ,special provision for air 'content c'-Ontr'ol was made in the basic flow
circuit ,except -for three~air c011ection ,domes :to assist in pre-test
bubble-removal".
.20b
Van Wingen, N., ,"PRESSURE DROP'FOR 'OIL-GA.S MIXTURES IN ,HORIZONTAL ,FLOW LINES"
World ·Oi1 October '1949, p. 156
The author adapts the method of Martinelli and co-workers ·to the
problems' of transporting oil and gas from a well to ·a-tank ,farm. Pressure
drops 'are taken .for 'a number of oil lines 'and this data is c'ompared, to the
expected results using ,the Mar'tinelli method. Generally the results are
'.acc"eptable, even though .considerable scatter 'is ·present. This 'scatter,
however, can be 'attributed to the -poor 'cont.rol of variables such, as temp-
erature, viscosity, etc.
2ib
Weiss, ,D. H. "PRE,SSURE DROP IN TWO-PHASE FLOW" Ar·gonne National Laboratory-
4916, October' 1952.
Pressure drop was determined for 'high ,pressures' and temperatures.
~
The range ,of pressures 'was from 20 to ,1400 ,psia and ,heat -,fluxes ,from '100 ,000
\2
to J 500,000 Btu/hr/lb • ,The M,artinelli met'hod o..f predic,tion of pressure
dr0ps'was 'used and ,resulted in ,fairly close 'agreement. <± .30%).
22b
Wenber'g, H. B. "NICOLET'~ EXPERIENCE WITH ',THE VORVAC SYSTEM" ,Paper Trade
Journal Reprint obtained from .Nichols'ijn'gineering ,And Research Corp.,
New York '
The, author 'is a'manager of a 'paper manufacturing 'concern and relates
his experiences using ,the Vorvac'system. He claims almost complete absence of
air bubbles in the 'manufactured paper 'and 'attribute~ this to the installation
of the Vorvac'system.
23b
White, Philip D., and ,Huntington, Ro L o". uHQRlZ.QNTAL ,COil>aCURRENT 'TWO-PHASE
FLOW OF 'FLUIDS IN 'PIPE ',LINES" ,The,Petroleum:_Engineer, V01e- 27, August
1955, p. 40 -45
This research project was under 'taken to' study ,the visually observed
flow 'type in.general,and pressure drops 'r~sulting ·from ~the 'stab~ types of two-
phase flow over "a wide' range -of variab les. A',tentative correlation is prese,nted
that shows the,' type of flow .-thatwould, exist ,under 'a .given set of mass f1ow,.. rates e
An empirical correlat'ion is presented, which·' al10ws -the twoasphase pressure drop
to ,be ,predicted if the ,flow 'rates, physical properties"and pipe diameter 'are
known. Also la tentative correlation is 'presented to, predict pressure drops re-
suIting from ripple type flow. The Marti.nelli method is used and found to ,be
fairly 'accurate o
24b
Zmola, P. C,., Bai.ley, R., V. TaY'lor",F. M., Planchet, R."J.""TRANSPORT 'OF
'GASES THROUGH. '.LIQUIn,-GAS 'MIXTURES" Oak 'Ridg,e, National Laboratory and
Tulane University Public.ation December 19S5.
A vertical column .o.f liquid was 'used and air 'was 'bubb led through
the ·liquid. The floW'rate of air ~nd the detention time in the liquid was
measured. It ~was'found that -even in'still liquids' the 'gas 'would first be
in buhb Ie form.:and as the g~s flow is increased, would fo,rm "8 lugs. ,This
same 'phenomenon 'is' also ·noticed in ,horizontal tubes,.
25b
STANDARIS FOR 'STEAM JET :EJECTORS, Erd.• EDITION "1956, HEAT :EXCHANGE INSTITUTE
'New York
Describes in detail the different "types of ejectors'along with
methods 'and materials of their ·construction. ,Essential design information
.is given in the'way of graphs, dat-a, :and examples. Standard methods 'of
operation .and basic 'specifications for 'performance tests 'are explained.
